ABSTRACT

The title of this thesis is “Analisis Kesalahan Penggunaan Kata Sambung 只要...就... Zhiyao...Jiu... dan 只有...才... Zhiyou...Cai...”. Zhiyao...Jiu... and Zhiyou...Cai... are conjunctions which state requirements.

“Zhiyao...jiu...” indicates sufficient conditions (in the logic form known as sufficient condition), and “Zhiyou...Cai...” indicates the prerequisites (in the logic form known as necessary condition). Foreign learners don’t understand the difference of these two conjunctions, so they often make mistakes when using them in making sentence. Chapter I describes about the background of writing this thesis, that is the mistakes that often occurred when the students making sentences using these conjunctions. The writer also describe the reason of the mistakes. In chapter II, the writer describes about the concepts used in this thesis, they are conjunctions and error analysis. Chapter III is described about methodology of this research, the writer used descriptive qualitative as a methodology, and the data are collected by distributing questioners to the second grade High School students of W.R. Supratman 2 Medan as the subject research. In chapter IV, the writer discussed about error types and the cause of errors that based on the result of questioners about using these two conjunctions in sentences. Chapter V is conclusions and suggestions about this thesis, the suggestions directed to Mandarin teachers that in future can give a better way to their students in order to avoid make mistakes when using these conjunctions in Chinese sentences.